New Sustaining Member

Progressive Ink joins in support of IGAEA

Progressive Ink Company is delighted to become a Sustaining Member of IGA EA. Progressive’s home office is in Mor product, each in-plant is staffed with a trained ink technician.

Ink Company operates 19 full service manufacturing facilities strategically located around the country near concentrations of packaging converters who make up its primary market focus. Each plant is capable of producing and servicing a broad range of flexographic and gravure printing inks for applications as varied as flexible films, corrugated boxes, and servicing a broad range of flexographic and gravure printing companies. Progressive Ink is the fourth largest ink company in North America.

Progressive Ink Company operates 19 full service manufacturing facilities strategically located around the country near concentrations of packaging converters who make up its primary market focus. Each plant is capable of producing and servicing a broad range of flexographic and gravure printing inks for applications as varied as flexible films, corrugated boxes, and servicing a broad range of flexographic and gravure printing companies. Progressive Ink Company is delighted to become a Sustaining Member of IGAEA and is looking forward to becoming an active participant in future programs to enhance graphic arts education.

IGAEA’s contact person at Progressive is Richard H. Lunney, President, 11950 Hertz St., Moorpark, CA 93021. In-plant is staffed with a trained ink technician who produces inks used within the converter’s plant, monitors quality control, and maintains & controls ink inventories. Progressive Ink Company is proud to have the honor of being a Sustaining Member of IGAEA and is looking forward to becoming an active participant in future programs to enhance graphic arts education.

About the Author:

Joe Mitchell, Editor for Graphic Arts Supply, Philadelphia, PA 19103-3430. For more information, contact Joe Mitchell at 215/622-1155. E-mail: jmitchell@graphicarts.com.
Midyear meeting at Georgia Southern

The Board went down to Georgia...

The IGAEA Board met for its usual midwinter business meeting in Georgia over the February 21 – 24 weekend. The purpose of the meeting is to administer to the business of the IGAEA and to preview the site for the annual conference. The 72nd conference will be hosted by Georgia Southern in Statesboro, Georgia from August 3 – 8, 1997.

The Board arrived in Atlanta on Friday night, all except Dan McCluskey, who was delayed until Saturday by severe weather in Chicago. The first day of meetings was held in Atlanta and adjourned in the late afternoon to drive to Statesboro for Sunday and Monday. For those who have never been on the Board, much of the routine business is taken care of at this meeting. For those who have been on the Board, it was a typical weekend of meetings starting early in the morning and lasting well into the evening this year included a session or two convened in a Chevy minivan going to and from Statesboro.

Lee has outlined much of the business meeting in his President’s Message. The rest of the meeting was the presentation by the Georgia Southern Conference Committee. Scott Williams, the conference host, met with the Board to get them set for the Sunday meeting and returned with Debra Champion and other faculty committee members Sunday evening to begin the participant planning committee members extend to make our conferences successful.

11. IGAEA’s home office address is at GATF, and on May 15, GATF is moving to 200 Deer Run Road, Sewickley, PA 15143-2528. 412/741-6860. Fax 412/741-2311.

12. IGAEA’s Project Idea Exchange is being improved. Mike Wick, committee chair, and Janet Robinson are formulating new formats for awards for the Best Project Idea, the Best Instructional Information Sheet, and the Best Public Relations Idea presented at the upcoming conference’s exchange. Also, members are asked to be sure their name and school are on the entries, and members who cannot attend the conference may participate for the first time, and for a modest fee of $5.00 receive copies of all the items submitted by others. Watch elsewhere with this or the next mailing for specifics and submission form.

13. IGAEA has forwarded $2000 to the Education Council of the Graphic Arts Industry’s Endowment Fund to assist with production and distribution of an interactive CD for helping to make young people aware of the graphic communications industries and educational opportunities.

Regional meeting attracts members from across midwest

Regional meeting attracts members from across midwest

The 4th annual Region One Conference November 15 and 16 was hosted by Triton College, River Forest on Friday and Willowbrook H. S., Villa Park on Saturday. This year’s conference had 55 teachers from Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin and Indiana in attendance for a featured presentation by Dr. Robert Chung of RIT. Dr. Chung’s presentation about the 10 Myths of Color was well received. He presented the myths and how to prove the myths to be inaccurate. He offered solutions to teaching color in the classroom using a variety of aids including Photoshop to clarify how colors interact.

IGAEA members discuss issue over lunch at the Region One conference. Pictured are Jon Lenz, Byron Olson, Gary Hinkle, Don Cook, John Pagels...
Lee Weir and Richard Grim stroll through the campus on the sidewalk that leads to the lake. The site for the picnic.

continued from page 1

have room controls for the air conditioning. However, the rooms do not include telephones or televisions. Attendees will have to furnish the furnishings and floor plans for the conference. The telephone lines will be active and you will be able to receive calls and make credit card long distance calls from the room if you bring a phone.

The facilities at Georgia Southern are very flexible. Meeting rooms can be enlarged to accommodate larger groups and are well equipped with presentation aids. The dorms are close to the cafeteria and the presentation facilities. The conference planning committee is excited about hosting the conference. It will be warm (okay, hot) in August at Georgia Southern but they are well prepared to handle the heat and the IGAEA family for the 72nd conference.

You will be receiving the registration materials soon. Choices for the tours and mini-sessions will be included in the registration material. Your selections will be made on the mail-in registration and session will be offered on a first-come - first-served basis. An early-bird discount will also be available. Also included will be an application for the incentive awards for first-time attendees at the conference.

The Georgia Southern campus is set amongst the trees and includes a lake on campus. The area on the near side of the lake will be used for a picnic and the building on the far side will be used for the barbecue and ice cream social giving the attendees a choice of eating outside or inside.

The Student Union (building on the left) is located in the center of campus across the street from the dormitories and will be the location of many of the activities including the President’s Reception and the Banquet. The newest dorms on campus have been reserved for the IGAEA conference. The cafeteria is across the street from the dorms so that we had an idea of what they offered in the way of space and amenities. These pictures show both sides of the same room and offer ample space for two.

Inside the Student Union looking down on the center court area. Many small meeting rooms are located on the second floor. The first floor features a game room and food and snack facilities.
1996 IGAEA Resolutions Approved at RIT . . . . . . Resolutions - Appreciation, Standing, & Current

1996 Appreciation Resolutions

A-1-96

Whereas, members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., representing all levels of graphic arts, graphic communications, imaging technology, and related printing instruction, at their 71st Annual Conference assembled at the Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York August 4-August 9, 1996: and

Whereas, the conference arrangements have been outstanding in their planning and execution for all members, spouses, guests, and children; and

Whereas, the physical comfort and pleasure of the members have been cared for with the food service and living accommodations; and

Whereas, the gracious generosity of our hosts, Robert and Loyi Chung, along with their 1996 Conference Planning Committee members Barbara Birkett, Len Leger, Denise Klos, John Eldridge, Bill Birkett, and Hal Gaffin, and with members of their local committees who have made all conference plans, including the care and entertainment of spouses, guests and children during the conference week: now therefore

Be it resolved that the members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., in conference assembled, do hereby express their deepest thanks to all persons responsible for these arrangements, for their thoughtfulness, hospitality and concern; and furthermore that copies of this resolution be transmitted to the President and other administrators of the Rochester Institute of Technology.

A-2-96

Whereas, the 71st Annual Conference with its theme “Solutions to the Imaging Future . . . Exploring Digital Frontiers” was approved by the Board of Directors of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., and generously planned and hosted by the Graphic Communications faculty and staff of the Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York, had educational sessions and field trips of great merit and stimulation; and

Whereas, such educational sessions were generously provided by graphic arts leaders, educators, and industry representatives; and

Whereas, such persons contributed their talents, time, and materials to make this conference an educational inspiration; now therefore

Be it resolved that the members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., in conference assembled, do hereby express their thanks to these leaders for their interest and assistance.

A-3-96

Whereas, the following officers are completing their terms of office at this 1996 conference: Roger D. Bailey, Immediate Past-President; William C. Pearsey, Second Vice-President; Robert Y. Chung, Treasurer; David W. Dudley, Region 1 Vice-President; Richard F. Hantemann, Region 5 Vice-President; whereas, these persons have given willingly of their time and energy to the success of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., now therefore

Be it resolved that special recognition and thanks be accorded to them for their dedicated service for the respective terms of their Association offices.

A-4-96

Whereas, college credit for the benefit of conference attendees was available at the Rochester Institute of Technology, now therefore

Be it resolved that all conference participants at the 71st Annual Conference of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. do hereby thank the officials of the Rochester Institute of Technology for providing this college credit opportunity to the membership.

A-5-96

Whereas, the Memorial Service for our departed members and friends has been a meaningful part of our Annual Conference; now therefore

Be it resolved that we express our appreciation to those who planned the service, participated in it, and provided the facilities for this special annual event.

A-6-96

Whereas, the programs for youth and children have distinguished our Annual Conference as a family-oriented event; now therefore

Be it resolved that the members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. and their spouses express their appreciation to the committee for their effective coordination of the youth and skillful child care which allowed parents the freedom to enjoy the conference.

A-7-96

Whereas, Sustaining Member representatives from industry and from trade organizations have long served supportive roles in the success of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc.; and

Whereas, distinguished individuals have reached the retirement phase of their lives; and

Whereas, these Sustaining Member representatives have actively participated in many of our Annual Conferences and have been extremely supportive and helpful to graphic communications education, the Association, and to Association members throughout the years; now therefore

Be it resolved that members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. express their most sincere appreciation to Dr. Jack Simich from the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation. and to Mr. Edward J. Kelly from JM Company for their many dedicated years of assistance and friendship. Their continued relationships with the Association and with members of the Association will be appreciated, and the Association wish both distinguished retirees much continued success and happiness.

1996 Standing Resolutions

S-1-96

Whereas, the industries associated with the manufacture of equipment, supplies, software, and instructional materials for graphic communications and imaging technology have generously supported the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., and graphic arts education in schools across the world; and

Whereas, this support has been continuous; now therefore

Be it resolved that the members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. and educators and support staffs of these institutions have been recognized and appreciated by the Association.

S-2-96

Whereas, graphic communications teacher members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. desire to learn and share knowledge and skills with colleagues to help meet the challenges impacted by new technology in the extensive graphic communications industry; and

Whereas, the future of this dynamic industry depends upon a supply of educated personnel, and

Whereas, students in our graphic arts programs constitute such personnel; now therefore

Be it resolved that our members, as representative of all graphic communications teachers, continue to share and dedicate themselves to the task of educating personnel to achieve their highest potential, and strive to prepare youth and adults for successful careers, as well as for expected career changes.

S-3-96

Whereas, safe and healthy working environments are of prime importance in our society; and

Whereas, the government has passed legislation to provide these safe conditions in the form of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the labeling of hazardous materials, and the use of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS); now therefore

Be it resolved that the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. promote the knowledge of and compliance with the conditions of these regulations, and provide informational to members.

S-4-96

Whereas, the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., headquarters are located at the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, lending stability to a constantly changing roster of Board of Directors; now therefore

Be it resolved that the members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. express their appreciation to personnel at the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation for the assistance and support of our mission.

S-5-96

Whereas, the Regional Meeting concept tried and found to serve the membership beyond the Annual Conference; and

Whereas, it has been effective in recruiting new International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. members; now therefore

Be it resolved that the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. is committed to continued service to its members at large and to educators beyond its membership through the continuation of Regional Meetings.

S-6-96

Whereas, continued recognition of outstanding graphic arts students desiring to continue their education is an integral component of graphic arts education; and

Whereas, an increasing number of graphic arts students continuing their education are benefitting from graphic arts scholarships; now therefore

Be it resolved that members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. acknowledge and appreciate the many graphic arts associations, organizations, and individuals for establishing scholarship programs that provide educational opportunities for graphic arts students.

1996 Current Resolutions

C-1-96

Whereas, race equality, gender equity, prevention of sexual harassment, and professional behavior are important to the teacher, the profession, and particularly to the development of the positive self-esteem of young people; now therefore

Be it resolved that members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., as representative of all graphic arts teachers, dedicate themselves to the task of treating both genders of all races with respect and equality, to developing students’ highest potential to become whole persons, intelligent citizens, and worthy members of society and of the great industry that we represent.

The Communicator is the official newsletter of the International Graphic Arts Education Association 4615 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15213 Telephone 412/562-5170 Articles may be submitted for publication by sending them to Mr. Dan McCluskey, IGAEA Newsletter Editor Willowbrook H. S. 1250 S. Ardmore Ave. • Villa Park, IL 60181 E-Mail —DMcClusky@GIAEA.com Home Phone 708/859-2823 School Fax 708/530-3481 Office Phone 708/536-3093
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1996 Appreciation Resolutions
A-1-96 Whereas, members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., representing all levels of graphic arts, graphic communications, imaging technology, and related printing instruction, at their 71st Annual Conference assembled at the Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York August 4-August 9, 1996: and

Whereas, the conference arrangements have been outstanding in their planning and execution for all members, spouses, guests, and children; and

Whereas, the physical comfort and pleasure of the members have been cared for with the food service and living accommodations; and

Whereas, the gracious generosity of our hosts, Robert and Loyi Ching, along with their 1996 Conference Planning Committee members Barbara Birkett, Len Leger, Denise Klos, John Elderidge, Bill Birkett, and Hal Gaffin, and with members of their local committees who have made all conference plans, including the care and entertainment of spouses, guests and children during the conference week, now therefore

Be it resolved that the members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., in conference assembled, do hereby express their deepest thanks to all persons responsible for those arrangements, for their thoughtfulness, hospitality and concern; and furthermore that copies of this resolution be transmitted to the President and other administrators of the Rochester Institute of Technology.

A-2-96 Whereas, the 71st Annual Conference with its theme “Solutions to the Imaging Future . . . Exploring Digital Frontiers” was approved by the Board of Directors of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., and generously planned and hosted by the Graphic Communications faculty and staff of the Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York, had educational sessions and field trips of great merit and stimulation; and

Whereas, such educational sessions were generously provided by graphic arts leaders, educators, and industry representatives; and

Whereas, such persons contributed their talents, time, and materials to make this conference an educational inspiration; now therefore

Be it resolved that the members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., in conference assembled, do hereby express their thanks to these leaders for their interest and assistance.

A-3-96 Whereas, the following officers are completing their terms of office at this 1996 conference: Roger D. Bailey, Immediate Past-President; William C. Pearsey, Second Vice-President; Robert Y. Chung, Treasurer; David W. Dulany, Region 1 Vice-President; Richard F. Hantemann, Region 5 Vice-President; Whereas, these persons have given willingly of their time and energy to the success of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., now therefore

Be it resolved that special recognition and thanks be accorded to them for their dedicated service for the respective terms of their Association offices.

A-4-96 Whereas, college credit for the benefit of conference attendees was available at the Rochester Institute of Technology, now therefore

Be it resolved that all conference participants at the 71st Annual Conference of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. do hereby thank the officials of the Rochester Institute of Technology for providing this college credit opportunity to the membership.

A-5-96 Whereas, the Memorial Service for our departed members and friends has been a meaningful part of our Annual Conference; now therefore

Be it resolved that we express our appreciation to those who planned the service, participated in it, and provided the facilities for this special annual event.

A-6-96 Whereas, the programs for youth and children have distinguished our Annual Conference as a family-oriented event; now therefore

Be it resolved that the members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. and their spouses express their appreciation to the committee for their effective coordination of the youth and skillful child care which allowed parents the freedom to enjoy the conference.

A-7-96 Whereas, Sustaining Member representatives from industry and from trade organizations have long served supportive roles in the success of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc.; and

Whereas, distinguished individuals have reached the retirement phase of their lives; and

Whereas, these Sustaining Member representatives have actively participated in many of our Annual Conferences and have been extremely supportive and helpful to graphic communications education, the Association, and to Association members throughout the years; now therefore

Be it resolved that members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. express their most sincere appreciation to Dr. Jack Simich from the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, and to Mr. Edward J. Kelly from J.M. Company (Imagery), for their many dedicated years of assistance and friendship. Their continued relationships with the Association and with members of the Association will be appreciated and members wish both distinguished retirees much continued success and happiness.

1996 Standing Resolutions
S-1-96 Whereas, the industries associated with the manufacture of equipment, supplies, software, and instructional materials for graphic communications and imaging technology have generously supported the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. and graphic arts education in schools across the world; and

Whereas, this support has been continuous; now therefore

Be it resolved that the members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. acknowledge and appreciate the support of industry and business support as partners in promoting and supporting graphic arts education.

S-2-96 Whereas, graphic communications teacher members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. desire to learn and share knowledge and skills with colleagues to help meet the challenges impacted by new technology in the extensive graphic communications industry; and

Whereas, the future of this dynamic industry depends upon a supply of educated personnel, and Whereas, students in our graphic arts programs constitute such personnel; now therefore

Be it resolved that our members, as representatives of all graphic communications teachers, continue to share and dedicate themselves to the task of educating personnel to achieve their highest potential, and strive to prepare youth and adults for successful careers, as well as for expected career changes.

S-3-96 Whereas, safe and healthy working environments are of prime importance in our society; and

Whereas, the government has passed legislation to provide these safe conditions in the form of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the labeling of hazardous materials, and the use of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS); now therefore

Be it resolved that the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. promote the knowledge and compliance with the conditions of these regulations, and provide informational to members.

S-4-96 Whereas, the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. headquarters are located at the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, lending stability to a constantly changing roster of Board of Directors; now therefore

Be it resolved that the members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. express their appreciation to personnel at the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation for their assistance and support of our mission.

S-5-96 Whereas, the Regional Meeting concept tried and found to serve the membership beyond the Annual Conference; and

Whereas, it has been effective in recruiting new International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. members; now therefore

Be it resolved that the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. is committed to increased service to its members at large and to educators beyond its membership through the continuation of Regional Meetings.

S-6-96 Whereas, continued recognition of outstanding graphic arts students desiring to continue their education is an integral component of graphic arts education; and

Whereas, an increasing number of graphic arts students continuing their education are benefiting from graphic arts scholarships; now therefore

Be it resolved that members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. acknowledge their appreciation to the many graphic arts associations, organizations, and individuals for establishing scholarship programs that provide educational opportunities for graphic arts students.

1996 Current Resolutions
C-1-96 Whereas, race equality, gender equity, prevention of sexual harassment, and professional behavior are important to the teacher, the profession, and particularly to the development of the positive self-esteem of young people; now therefore

Be it resolved that members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., as representatives of all graphic arts teachers, dedicate themselves to the task of treating both genders of all races with respect and equality, to developing students’ highest potential to become whole persons, intelligent citizens, and worthy members of society and of the great industry that we represent.

The Communicator is the official newsletter of the International Graphic Arts Education Association 4615 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15213 Telephone 412/682-5170 Articles may be submitted for publication by sending them to: Mr. Dan McCluskey, IGAEA Newsletter Editor Willowbrook H. S. 1250 S. Ardmore Ave • Villa Park, IL 60181 E-Mail—DMe@GraphAOL.com Home Phone 708/385-2823 School Fax 708/530-3401 Office Phone 708/538-3693

S-7-96 Whereas, the government has passed legislation to provide these safe conditions in the form of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the labeling of hazardous materials, and the use of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS); now therefore

Be it resolved that the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. promote the knowledge and compliance with the conditions of these regulations, and provide informational to members.

S-4-96 Whereas, the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. headquarters are located at the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, lending stability to a constantly changing roster of Board of Directors; now therefore

Be it resolved that the members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. express their appreciation to personnel at the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation for their assistance and support of our mission.

S-5-96 Whereas, the Regional Meeting concept tried and found to serve the membership beyond the Annual Conference; and

Whereas, it has been effective in recruiting new International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. members; now therefore

Be it resolved that the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. is committed to increased service to its members at large and to educators beyond its membership through the continuation of Regional Meetings.

S-6-96 Whereas, continued recognition of outstanding graphic arts students desiring to continue their education is an integral component of graphic arts education; and

Whereas, an increasing number of graphic arts students continuing their education are benefiting from graphic arts scholarships; now therefore

Be it resolved that members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc. acknowledge their appreciation to the many graphic arts associations, organizations, and individuals for establishing scholarship programs that provide educational opportunities for graphic arts students.

1996 Current Resolutions
C-1-96 Whereas, race equality, gender equity, prevention of sexual harassment, and professional behavior are important to the teacher, the profession, and particularly to the development of the positive self-esteem of young people; now therefore

Be it resolved that members of the International Graphic Arts Education Association, Inc., as representatives of all graphic arts teachers, dedicate themselves to the task of treating both genders of all races with respect and equality, to developing students’ highest potential to become whole persons, intelligent citizens, and worthy members of society and of the great industry that we represent.
Mike Northrup, IGAEA Regional Vice-President of Region #1, started teaching photography and graphic communications at Eastern Michigan University when he was in graduate school. In 1990 he took over the graphics program at Huron High School, Ann Arbor, MI—the high school he graduated from. He joined IGAEA in 1989 and attended his first conference in Rhode Island. Mike is also an educational member of GA TF and has attended several GA TF sponsored teacher institutes. He belongs to Ann Arbor’s Litho Club and sits on the board of the Ann Arbor Graphic Arts Memorial Scholarship Foundation. Mike has also been active in a local School to Work initiative directed towards the local graphic arts industry. Last summer Mike worked with three other teachers in their county to rewrite their graphic communications curriculum to reflect the content of the National Skills Standards. Mike is an educator, a community leader, and a journalist. Using his new interdisciplinary class called Publications Production Block, which combines writing and graphics, the students write, design, and produce the school newspaper. They plan to expand to Internet publishing. Mike stated, "I was listening in Philadelphia when Frank Romano characterized the printing company of the future as an 'information factory' so I will try to move in the direction of multimedia and Internet publishing." To help IGAEA increase membership and communications in Region 1, Mike recruited a member in each state to locate graphic arts programs and teachers to contact in their state.

Lee Weir and Richard Grim stroll through the campus on the sidewalk that leads to the lake, the site for the picnic. continued from page 1

The Georgia Southern campus is set amongst the trees and includes a lake on campus. The area on the near side of the lake will be used for a picnic and the building on the far side will be used for the barbecue and ice cream social giving the attendees a choice of eating outside or inside.
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The Georgia Southern campus is set amongst the trees and includes a lake on campus. The area on the near side of the lake will be used for a picnic and the building on the far side will be used for the barbecue and ice cream social giving the attendees a choice of eating outside or inside.
The Board went down to Georgia . . .

The IGAEA Board met for its usual midwinter business meeting in Georgia over the February 21 - 24 weekend. The purpose of the meeting is to administer to the business of the IGAEA and to preview the site for the annual conference. The 72nd conference will be hosted by Georgia Southern in Statesboro, Georgia from August 3 - 6, 1997.

The Board arrived in Atlanta on Friday night, all except Dan McCluskey, who was delayed until Saturday by severe weather in Chicago. The first day of meetings was held in Atlanta and attended by the late afternoon to drive to Statesboro for Sunday and Monday. For those who have never been on the Board, much of the routine business is taken care of at this meeting. For those who have been on the Board, it was a typical weekend of meetings starting early in the morning and lasting well into the evening this year included a session or two convened in a Chey minivan going to and from Statesboro).

Lee has outlined much of the business meeting in his President’s Message. The rest of the meeting was the presentation by the Georgia Southern Conference Committee. Scott Williams, the conference host, met with the Board to get them set for the Sunday meeting and returned with Debra Champion and other faculty committee members Sunday evening to begin the participant program presentation.

The opening day of the conference will follow the usual schedule including the golf outing, memorial service and President’s Reception. Highlights for the rest of the week include a Time and the Golf outing, memorial service and President’s Reception. President’s Message continued from page 1 receive this http://www.igaea.org Mark’s e-mail is msanders@mail.vt.edu.

10. The RIT Conference Final Report was accepted by the Board as submitted by Bob Chang, 1996 Conference Host. Bob, his wife, Lois, and the faculty, staff, and planning committee at RIT did an exceptional job with last summer’s IGAEA Annual Conference. All IGAEA members who have ever attended a conference appreciate the hard work and long hours the conference planning committee members extend to make our conferences successful.

11. IGAEA’s home office address is at GATF, and on May 15, GATF is moving to 200 Deer Run Road, Sewickley, PA 15143-
2328. 412/741-6680 Fax 412/741-2311.

12. IGAEA’s Project/Exchange is being improved. Mike Wick, committee chair, and Janet Robison are formulating new formats for awards for the Best Project Idea, the Best Instructional Information Sheet, and the Best Public Relations Idea presented at the upcoming conference’s exchange. Also, members are asked to be sure their name and school are on the entries, and members who cannot attend the conference may participate for the first time, and for a modest fee of five hundred dollars copies of all the items submitted by others. Watch elsewhere with this or the next mailing for specifics and submission form.

13. IGAEA has forwarded $2000 to the Education Council of the Graphic Arts Industry’s Endowment Fund to assist with production and distribution of an interactive CD for helping to make young people aware of the graphic communications industries and their opportunities.

Regional meeting attracts members from across Midwest

Region 1 attracts 55 teachers to workshop

The 4th annual Region One Conference November 15 and 16 was hosted by Triton College, River Forest on Friday and Willowbrook H. S. Villa Park on Saturday. This year’s conference had 55 teachers from Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin and Indiana in attendance for a featured presentation by Robert Chung of RIT. Dr. Chung’s presentation about the 10 Myths of Color was well received. He presented the myths and how to prove the myths to be inaccurate. He offered solutions to teaching color in the classroom using a variety of aids including Photoshop to clarify how colors interact.
New Sustaining Member

IGAEA Sustaining Membership

New IGEAA Sustaining Member, Progressive Ink Company, has consistently been the fastest growing ink company in the industry over its brief 12 year history. And now with the acquisition of the former MCM/Graphic Arts Supply Corporation, Progressive Ink is the fourth largest ink company in North America.

Progressive Ink Company operates 19 full service manufacture and distribution facilities strategically located around the country near concentrations of packaging converters who make up its primary market focus. Each plant is capable of producing and servicing a broad range of flexographic and gravure printing inks for applications as diverse as films, corrugated boxes, multilayer walls, gift wrap, milk cartons, envelopes, folding boxes, paper cups & plates, and towel & tissues.

Progressive Ink Company’s strategy of creating partnerships with their customers to optimize the quality and efficiency of their operations has led to the creation of the largest network of in-plant ink operations within the packaging industry. Now nearly totally one hundred and one plants is staffed with a trained ink technician who produces inks used within the converter’s plant, monitors quality control, and maintains & controls ink inventories. Progressive Ink Company is delighted to become a Sustaining Member of IGEAA and is looking forward to becoming an active participant in future programs to enhance graphic arts education.

IGAEA’s contact person at Progressive is Richard H. Lammy, Director Indus Relations & Market Development. His office is at 1130 W 29TH Avenue, MIAMI, FL 33147. Micah Lammy can be reached at the address shown in Progressive’s listing with Sustaining Members above on this page.

President’s Message:

President’s Midyear Report

Your IGEAA Board of Directors recently met for their midyear meeting at Atlanta and at Georgia Southern University. This space will briefly review actions taken and highlight items of interest which were discussed at this meeting.

1. Annual Conference—Scott Williams, his faculty, and conference committee at Georgia Southern have things in good order for the 72nd Annual IGEAA Conference. They will have a mailing to you for registration in the very near future, and all is being done to make this great conference in store. Complete details on the participant’s program, spouse/guest program, and on the programs for youth will be available soon. This will be a valuable and enjoyable meeting for all groups. History shows that about half the participants bring their spouse and/or children, and full programs are offered for all groups!

2. IGEAA’s Regional Vice-Presidents are working hard on getting new members. Have you helped a new member join?

3. IGEAA’s Membership Drive Prizes for members getting new members were finalized as follows: Get 2 or more new members, receive IGEAA lapel pin. Get 5 or more new members, 1997-98 IGEAA dues free. Get 10 or more new members and your name goes into drawing for the grand prize of a limited edition print of “We The People,” depicting Ben Franklin and James Madison in the print shop examining the first press run of the United States Constitution. The value of this framed print, donated by Sustaining Member Printing Industries of the Carolinas (PICA), is $295.00!

4. A new IGEAA Membership Directory will be published and soon distributed to all paid members.

5. Erv Dennis and his Conference Site Committee members have done an excellent job in exploring future IGEAA conference hosts. Ferris State University, Big Rapids, MI was accepted by the Board to host the 1999 Annual Conference. The host for the 2000 conference will be selected at the 1997 Annual Conference. USA/Europe combination conference in 2001 is being seriously considered, and a go/no go decision on such a plan will also be forthcoming in August.

6. Tom Loch and the Scout Merit Badge Committee members have done an excellent job in working with the Scouting organizations in updating both the Boy Scout and Girl Scout Merit Badge requirements in graphic communications.

7. Mike Stimmert continues to perform the irreplaceable task of managing the Scholarship Awards Program. Mike has asked for a co-chairperson to work with him next year. If you are interested, please contact Mike Stimmert or Janet Robinson, President-Elect.

8. Conference Incentive Awards continue to help bring first-time attendees to the Annual Conference. $4000 is allocated this year to help introduce new teachers to the value of IGEAA conference attendance. Incentive Awards applications are enclosed.

9. Mark Sanders at Virginia Tech was granted the opportunity to serve IGEAA as the Host server location. The IGEAA home page will be active soon, if not already by the time you read this.
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